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This paper presents the design, simulation, fabrication, and measurement of a circular spiral microstrip antenna embedded in
distilled water bolus. The antenna is mainly designed to operate at 434MHz ISM band to be used for a hyperthermia applicator.
The performance of the antenna is compared to a conventional patch antenna also embedded in water bolus. The results show that
spiral antenna has significant narrower radiation pattern and is capable to operate at multiple frequencies as well. Narrow beam
of the antenna is desired to design a multiantenna arrangement with less coupling and a better focusing resolution which can be
crucial for deep regional hyperthermia applications. The option of other frequencies is desirable to have a better control over the
penetration depth versus focusing depending on the application region.

1. Introduction

In electromagnetic hyperthermia method, the tissues are ex-
posed to electromagnetic radiation externally to increase the
temperature to around 42∘C. It is well known that at these
temperatures, the cancerous cells ruin the cells protein build,
change the cell construction, and even kill them [1, 2]. The
basic parameter to increase the temperature in the tissues
is the electromagnetic field power absorption described by
specific absorption ratio (SAR). A temperature elevation in
cancerous region leads to an increase in blood circulation rate
and hence hyperthermia can also be used in conjunctionwith
conventional therapies such as chemotherapy and radiation
therapy [3, 4]. As a result of a faster blood circulation, the
perfusion rate increases and the cancer drugs penetrates
better into tumor, or a denser oxygenationmakes cancer cells
more sensitive for ionized radiation.

Several applicators have been developed for noninvasive
local and regional hyperthermia applications [5–11]. Usually
superficial hyperthermia applicators use single relatively big
antennas (local hyperthermia), whereas for deep located
tumors, a multiantenna system is used (regional hyperther-
mia). In a multiantenna system, the constructive interfer-
ence of the fields on the targeted region is intended since
the electromagnetic penetration decreases rapidly through

the lossy character of the tissues. Hence, the design of an
effective single antenna element is the crucial step in the
development of a specific applicator. When designing the
single antenna element, a tradeoffmust be found between the
penetration depth (lower frequency) and resolution (higher
frequency). In order to develop a multiantenna applicator,
there is a need for directive antennas operating at relatively
lower frequencies (preferable ISM bands), having smaller
lateral size and narrower beam width. However, the inverse
relationship between the electrical sizes of the antennas and
their operating frequency constraints the design of such
antennas.

The design of a hyperthermia antenna significantly differs
from the antenna designs in free space applications. In
hyperthermia applicators usually the antennas are embedded
in distilled water bolus to obtain a better coupling of the
irradiated electromagnetic fields with the tissues [9, 10, 12–
17]. In addition, the water bolus serves also for the cooling
of possible superficial heating and reduces the size of the
designed antenna with respect to the resonant frequency.

The aim of this study is to design a directive antenna at
434MHz (ISM frequency band) to be used in a hyperthermia
applicator. To that end, microstrip antenna is chosen as a
template since it has a high performance inmany applications
due to its lightweight, low profile with conformability, and
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Figure 1: Top view of the spiral (a) and patch (b) antennas.

ease of integration in other systems [18]. Typical microstrip
antenna designs use a solid substrate with a dielectric con-
stant 𝜀

𝑟
< 15. The design of a microstrip antenna with solid

substrate requires relatively huge lateral size of the antenna
which makes the antenna not suitable for a multiantenna
applicator. If a water bolus is placed between the antenna and
the targeted body, then most of the energy will be reflected
at the antenna-water interface and as a result most of the
radiation will be in the lateral direction which is strictly an
unwanted situation. However, if distilled water is used as a
substrate or practically if the antenna is embedded in a water
bolus, then that will result in a considerable reduction of the
antenna size with respect to its resonant frequency due to
a higher dielectric constant. The water bolus will not only
serve for cooling of the skin and superficial tissues but also
serve for the cooling of antenna to sustain stable antenna
characteristics during the treatment [19].

In this work, we present the design and analysis of a
circularly spiral shaped microstrip antenna embedded in a
water bolus. The proposed spiral antenna is intended to be
used as the single antenna element in a possible cancer-
specific deep regional hyperthermia applicator in the future.

2. Antenna Structure

For the design of a hyperthermia antenna, many antenna
structures are studied [19–25]. The aim of this study was to
design an antenna to be suitable in amulti antenna applicator
for semideep or deep located tumors with the following spec-
ifications. The resonance frequency should be at 434MHz
(preferably resonating in multiple frequencies as well as in
case of penetration depth and resolution tradeoff), having a
radiation pattern as narrow as possible to reduce the coupling
between the antennas and having a lateral size as small as
possible. To that end, a planar microstrip spiral antenna
submerged in a deionized water bolus has been designed.

The antenna dimensions are optimized to obtain the best
performance relevant to the prescribed aims. The top view of
the realized spiral antenna is shown in Figure 1. The antenna
consists of a PEC ground plane, the spiral has two turns, the

width of themicrostrip is 3.25mm, the gap between the turns
is 3.55mm, and the height from the antenna to the ground is
3.6mm. The antenna is fed by an SMA connector, and the
inner pin of the connector that has a diameter of 1.27mm is
soldered to the center of the spiral antenna. The microstrip
thickness is chosen as 0.3mm to have a rigid construction
since the only solid support is the inner pin. The ground has
a dimension of 4.5 cm by 4.5 cm. The material properties of
the deionized water at 434MHz and room temperature are
𝜀
𝑟
= 78.4, and the electrical conductivity 𝜎 = 5.55 𝜇S/m. The

antenna operates only inside a deionizedwater bolus, in other
words, both the substrate and the background environment
of the antenna is deionized water. In an applicator design, the
water will circulate the skin to cool the possible superficial
heating as well as to cool the antenna itself at high powers.

Since one of the aims of this study is to design an
antenna with a narrower radiation beam, the actual radiation
pattern of the antenna is concerned. To that end, we designed
a conventional rectangular patch antenna inspired from
[19] resonating at 434MHz and used it as the probe for
the measurements. The patch antenna dimensions are also
optimized to obtain the best performance relevant to the
prescribed aims. That gives also the opportunity to compare
the conventional patch antenna with the proposed spiral
antenna. The designed antenna has a PEC ground plane, the
patch length is 32.64mm, width is 14mm, height from the
ground plane is 3.6mm, and the feeding point is 4.75mm
from the patch’s longitudinal direction. The ground has a
dimension of 4 cm by 5 cm. The thickness of the patch is
0.5mm, and the only support of the patch is the inner pin
of the SMA connector. The antenna is also embedded in
deionized water.

3. Simulation and Measurement Results

Both the design and simulation of the antennas are performed
by means of a commercial electromagnetic simulation soft-
ware which uses finite integration technique in time domain
as a solver. The main parameters which are influencing the
resonating frequency are the width of the microstrip and
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values for patch antenna.

the gap between the strips. Keeping the overall size constant,
we obtained for different ratios of these two parameters
the similar resonating frequencies, whereas at the proposed
ratios, the beam width is the narrowest. For the measure-
ments, a vector network analyzer of Anritsu VectorStar
MS4642A is used. The simulated and measured return loss
values inside a water bolus for the spiral are depicted in
Figure 2 and for the patch are depicted in Figure 3. A very
good agreement has been obtained between the measured
and simulated results both for the spiral and patch antenna;
nevertheless, the software underestimates the performance of
spiral antenna slightly for 566 and 716MHz frequencies.

To conduct the radiation pattern measurements, we filled
a circular basin with deionized water and constructed a
measurement setup as depicted in Figure 4. The wavelength
at 434MHz inside the deionized water is 𝜆 = 𝜆

0
/√𝜀
𝑟
=

78mm, where 𝜆
0
is the free space wavelength. Taking into

account the far-field formula, the requiredminimumdistance

VNA

Goniometer

Probe Spiral antenna

Figure 4: Measurement setup for manual radiation pattern mea-
surements.
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Figure 5: Simulated (solid line) and measured (dashed line)
radiation patterns of spiral antenna at 434MHz, for 𝜙 = 0 plane
(a) and 𝜙 = 90∘ plane (b).
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Figure 6: Simulated radiation patterns of spiral antenna at 566MHz (a) and at 716MHz (b).
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Figure 7: Simulated radiation patterns of patch antenna at 434MHz.
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values for spiral antenna at a different water bolus
height.

is 𝑑 = 2𝐷2/𝜆 ≈ 25mm. Hence, a distance about 15 cm
in the measurement setup is set between the antennas. The
spiral antenna is mounted to a rod and positioned at the
middle of the basin and rotated manually by 5∘ steps. We
used two additional low loss coax cables as an extension to
the expensive calibration cables for the connection of the
antennas in water and did perform the calibration taking into
account the extended parts. We also used the time domain
option of VNA to reduce the environmental noise. The
comparison between the simulation andmeasurement results
is depicted in Figure 5. Despite not having an ideal radiation
pattern measurement setup like an anechoic chamber in free
spacemeasurements, a good agreement is obtained.The small
discrepancies in themeasured results are probablemainly due
to the manual rotation of the antenna. The half power beam
width (HPBW) of the spiral antenna is smaller than 65∘ for
each plane. Another reason to choose a spiral antenna is that
it resonates at multiple frequencies. The radiation pattern of
spiral antenna at 566MHz is even narrower than at 434MHz
while at 716MHz some distortion occurs (Figure 6). The
simulated radiation pattern of the patch antenna is depicted
in Figure 7. The HPBW for the patch antenna is 75∘ at 𝜙 = 0
plane and 107∘ at 𝜙 = 90∘ plane.These values are significantly
greater than the spiral antenna results. The polarization of
the spiral antenna shown in Figure 1 has right-hand circular
polarization (actually slightly elliptical) observed through
simulations.

In case of designing an applicator, the robustness of the
single antenna element is important. However, in our design
the antenna does not have a solid substrate and the only
support is that the inner pin of the connector makes the
antenna vulnerable. As a remedy, for example, at three points,
small thin plastic pins are fixed as a support between the spiral
and the ground. A slight shift in the operating frequency
is observed both in the measurements and simulations.
Fortunately, that shift can easily be taken into account by
including the support pins in the design to set the operation
at the desired frequency. In addition, the spiral antenna has
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Figure 9: Spiral antenna model inside a water bolus (3 cm) with tissues of skin, fat, and muscle (a) and the electric field lines at 434MHz (b).

a realized gain of 9.7 dB and the radiation efficiency is about
−0.0074 dB from the simulation results.

In order to investigate the performance of the antenna
in presence of tissues, we performed simulations with a
simplistic homogeneous model of 15 cm × 15 cm area with
a thickness of a 1mm skin, 5mm fat, and 100mm muscle,
taking into account the material properties at 434MHz. The
antenna should be located as close as possible to the skin
in order to transfer maximum power while the antenna
characteristics should remain unaltered. The S

11
parameters

of the spiral antenna with altering the water bolus thickness
between 10 and 50mm are depicted in Figure 8. Results
show that the antenna reflection coefficient values are slightly
shifted for 10–20mm, and at 30mm the optimum distance
is obtained. This is perceptible since the minimum far-field
distance is about 25mm. In addition we put electric field
monitors at the axial cross-section of the antenna to monitor
the radiation behavior into the tissues. The electric field lines
at 30mm water bolus thickness are depicted in Figure 9.
We observed a similar radiation behavior (at other water
bolus thicknesses as well as other cross-sections) as that
in water bolus without the tissues both for the spiral and
patch antennas. The narrow radiation beam of the spiral
antenna into the tissues apparently shows the adequateness
of the single antenna element for a possible applicator
design.

Considering the antenna designs in the literature [18–
24], the focus of the studies is to heat the whole region
instead of a focused smaller region. The reason for that
is to use the applicator in conjunction with conventional
methods like chemo- and radiotherapy and to reduce the
uncertainty in the imaging of the infected region.That is why
in their designs, the narrow radiation beamwas not preferred.
Fortunately, the advancement in the imaging technology and
the hardware and software capabilities of the electromagnetic
simulation tools promise now to focus the heat on a smaller
region.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposes a compact novel circular microstrip
spiral antenna with a narrower radiation pattern which
can be considered as an adequate choice to be used in a
multi antenna applicator for semideep or deep hyperthermia
applications. The narrow radiation pattern and small size
are desirable characteristics to place more antennas in an
(circular) array configuration and to reduce the constructive
interference at superficial regions to obtain a better focusing
at the targeted region. The operation at multifrequencies
can be used in case of penetration depth and focusing
considerations. A firm construction can be obtained using
small thin support pins.
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